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Abstract- In multi-mobile robot environment, localization and network connectivity are important issue to perform a given 
task collaboratively and cooperatively. Especially when performing the rescue mission using cooperative multi-robot rescue 
system in the areas having obstacles in line of sight communication, GPS unavailability due to loss of connectivity and 
position unavailability from remote monitoring center. Therefore, this paper proposes a new Cooperative Intelligent Network 
Management Architecture (CINeMA) software in order to support the connectivity of dynamically self-organized seamless 
network and outdoor-to-indoor cooperative localization for multi-robot rescue system in disaster areas. For this, the proposed 
CINeMA consists of two-way range (TWR) based cooperative positioning scheme and radio signal map based seamless 
routing scheme. To show its feasibility and effectiveness, this paper presents the analysis results through the numerical 
simulation and experiments. 
 
Keywords- Seamless Communication Routing, Cooperative Positioning, Blocking Areas of Communication and GPS, 
CINeMA. 
 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Cooperative multi-robot rescue system performing 
rescue mission in the specified area always has a 
communication path to human operators standing by 
a remote monitoring station (for monitoring and 
supervising multi-robots)and that the communication 
link is configured by an ad hoc wireless network 
routed by the robots themselves. However, when 
using wireless communication and GPS in a 
collapsed building or underground area, the power of 
radio wave is weaken due to the reflection and 
absorbing by obstacles such as walls or floors and the 
communication distance becomes significantly short, 
consequently the performance of the system 
degrades. Also because remote monitoring station 
doesn’t receive the GPS signal, it doesn’t recognize 
the robot position. Therefore, to maintain localization 
and network connectivity between the robots of 
multi-robot rescue system, optimum placement of the 
mobile router robots is important issue to perform a 
given task collaboratively.  
 
V.Kumar referred to the matter and proposed to use 
the k-connectivity method and probabilistic 
approaches. The DARPALANdroids is a recent 
example that develops a self-configuring network. L. 
Sabattini, M.Veloso, George J. Pappas, Y.Mostofi 
proposed each approaches such as a graph 
connectivity and laplacian metrics about this matter. 
However, most previous approaches assumed that the 
network was connected within a fixed range of 
communication and relied on the direct line-of-sight 
signal. Moreover, they intuitively used only the 
distance data between robots which may not reflect 

reasonable environment information. In indoor or 
dynamic environments, multi-path problem typically 
occurs and thus the range information becomes 
irregular. Therefore, they may fail due to the network 
disconnection. 
 
Nimaalam suggests cooperative positioning system 
for automotive based on ranging and range-rating 
measurements from vehicular ad-hoc network 
(VANET). Moreover, Parker et al. suggests 
cooperative positioning system for vehicular node 
using received signal strength indicator (RSSI), 
which is converted to distance measurements. 
However, insufficient measurements on drive could 
cause flip and flex ambiguity. On the other hands, the 
accuracy of ranging measurements used in those 
research are under a kilometer maximum due to 
vehicle dynamics and signal structure of VANET, 
which means that it makes hard to apply in fields of 
cooperative robot system. Kurazume and Hirose 
developed cooperative positioning system for robots 
using angle of arrival (AOA) and measurement from 
range finder;  
 
However, AOA requires more than two high speed 
ADC which is expensive. Furthermore, range finder 
is also costs high. Therefore, this paper proposes new 
Cooperative Intelligent Network Management 
Architecture (CINeMA) software in order to support 
the dynamically self-organized seamless network 
connectivity and outdoor-to-indoor cooperative 
localization for rescue robots in disaster areas. For 
this, radio signal map based seamless routing scheme 
is suggested to solve this problem, which assures 
connectivity of robots. This method behaves as an 
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autonomous reactive robotic router where robots 
dynamically move in response tothe change of the 
radio environment. In order to prevent disconnection 
of the communication link, the communication links 
are monitored and the disconnection of network is 
predicted by analyzing RSSI(Received Signal 
Strength Indicator) and LQI(Link Quality Indicator). 
Then, the robots are driven forward inside a safety 
region of communication using EKF and k-NN 
Method on the basis of the strength of the networking 
signal. This paper also proposes a cooperative 
positioning scheme (CPS) using two-way ranging 
(TWR) technique to support location-based routing as 
well as to localize mobile nodes. In the proposed 
CPS, mobile nodes with unknown position find their 
position using TWR measurements with the mobile 
nodes nearby located at known position. By 
employing chirp spread spectrum ultra-wideband 
(CSS-UWB) modulation technique, TWR 
measurements with accuracy less than 1 meter can be 
provided. Mobile nodes finding their position using 
GPS act as anchors, and they support localization of 
mobile nodes at GPS-shadowing region including 
indoor environment. To support CPS, this paper also 
proposes message signaling between a location server 

and mobile nodes to coordinate network channel and 
to share the status of find mobile nodes. 
 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. A 
detailed description of CINeMA is given in section 2. 
In section 3, the seamless routing scheme is 
introduced. Section 4 explains the cooperative 
positioning scheme. An analysis of the CINeMA and 
its application for rescue robots follows in section 
5.Section 6 concludes this paper. 
 
II. COOPERATIVE INTELLIGENT 

NETWORK MANAGEMENT 
ARCHITECTURE 

 
Generally speaking, cooperative intelligent robots of 
multi-robot rescue systemare distributed in a common 
workspace but cooperate together to achieve a 
common goal with local/global communication 
capability. Here, we focus on the collective intelligent 
robot system where each robot has global 
communication capability with a cheap wireless 
network interface module. The collective intelligent 
robot system has a layered architecture as shown in 
Fig1.

 

 
Fig. 1.Collective Intelligence Robot System Architecture; The part shown in dotted red line are key layers for collective intelligent 

functions. 
 
At the bottom of Fig.1, the hardware abstraction layer 
and the standard robot infrastructure layer construct 
the basic software framework of robots represented 
by OPRoS(Open Platform Robotic Services).  
 
The collective Intelligence Network Management 
Layer supportsa dynamic ad-hoc mesh network 
configuration and efficient management about 
condition and information of the network. The 
collective Intelligence Service Management Layer 
manages a situation of the system and allocates tasks 
to provide collective intelligence services such as 
remote operation or monitoring, maintenance, 
mission accomplishment, and fault prediction, etc. 
Here, we describe these two key layers in more 
details.  

2.1 Collective Intelligence Service Management 
Layer 
A collective intelligence service management (CISM) 
layer is responsible for controlling and managing all 
functions related to mission accomplishment by 
promoting collaboration between robot team 
members. Important features include situation 
awareness, mission control and monitoring, fault 
management and robot behavior control. Fig.1 shows 
the subsystems comprising the CISM layer, each of 
which is briefly explained as follows. 
 
The collective intelligence situation manager percepts 
and recognizes situations via various sensors and 
context processors. Essential situation information 
includes physical contexts like the space map, robot 
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position and posture, velocity, battery level, radio 
signal strength, surrounding objects, etc., and logical 
contexts like robot team structure, capability profiles, 
task execution status, expected failures, etc. 
 
The collective intelligence fault manager detects 
hardware or software faults, performs diagnosis on 
each of them, and plans a series of tasks to recover 
from the faults and to avoid possible mission failures. 
The recovery plan usually involves role replacement 
for faulty robots, mission re-planning and task 
reassignments. 
 
The collective intelligence mission/task manager 
takes in charge of the process for promoting 
collaboration between robot team members. 
Receiving a mission from the human controller or 
actively choosing a situation-appropriate mission, the 
manager inspects the capability profiles of the 
available robots to form a robot coalition for 
accomplishing the mission at hand. Once a suitable 
coalition is created, it decomposes the mission into a 
set of tasks and allocates each task to a proper 
member robot. In our system, the mission/task 
management is performed in a centralized manner but 
through a hierarchy which guarantees better 
performance. 
 

The behavior manager is an ordinary robot task 
engine that executes tasks posted from the central 
task allocation manager. It also controls basic robot 
functions like navigation and sensor management. 
The repository manager is the store for situation 
information and log history as well as plans 
descriptions for mission planning. 
 
2.2 Cooperative Intelligent Network Management 
Layer 
Collective intelligence network uses various networks 
such as WPAN and WLAN. In addition, there are 
many clusters each of which corresponds to various 
robot teams. Thus, a special middleware that can 
integrate them is necessary. We suggest a 
middleware, called CINeMA(Collective Intelligence 
Network Management Architecture), which support 
dynamic ad-hoc mesh network configuration and 
efficient management about condition and 
information of the network. CINeMA consists of 
NCM(Network Configuration Manager) for 
configuring total network, PM(Position Manager) to 
acquire and control positions based on network, 
TM(Topology Manager) to manage routing table, 
TRM(Traffic Manager), and RM(Resource Manager) 
to monitor resources of the network and predict 
network failures, as shown in Fig.2. 
  

 
Fig. 2. The component of CINeMA(Cooperative Intelligent Network Management Architecture) 

 
III. SEAMLESS ROUTING SCHEME 
 
A cooperative routing robot system is suggested, 
which assures network connectivity of robots. This 
system behaves as an autonomous reactive mobile 
router where robots dynamically move in response to 
the strength of the networking signal and a quality of 
link among cooperative robots. The algorithm to 
establish a seamless global communication is 
composed of two steps. At the first step, the 
communication links are monitored and the 
disconnection of network is predicted by analyzing 
RSSI and LQI among cooperative robots. Then, the 
robots are driven forward inside a safety region of 
communication using virtual force model on the basis 
of the strength of the networking signal. 

3.1 Cooperative Routing System 
In cooperative routing system, a path of the 
communication among robots is established through 
cooperation of multiple robots in the environment 
where network infrastructure is absent or damaged. 
Two missions are allocated by the collective 
intelligence service management.  
 

First mission is surveillance through tele-operation 
and second mission is to keep seamless 
communication. In the cooperative routing system, 
ROC (Remote Operate Center) takes a role in tele-
operating the surveillance robot, called TBOT(Tank 
Root) in the implementation system, and routing 
robots cooperate with each other to establish a 
seamless global communication between ROC and 
TBOT.  
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To perform the surveillance mission successfully, the 
routing robot cluster as an autonomous reactive 
mobile router should maintain quality of a 
communication link between ROC and TBOT. The 
routing robot distributed in the workspace 
respectively processes the functions of LM, TM, RM 

and NCM in the CINeMA middleware. The whole 
process of the cooperative routing system is shown in 
Fig.3. The network is monitored in RM and robots 
share the low data through NCM. The robots are 
controlled in LM to provide seamless communication 
between ROC and TBOT. 

 

 
Figure 3The whole process of the cooperative routing system. 

 
3.2 Region Modeling for Prediction of Disconnection 
in RM 

 
Figure 4 Region Model based on RSSI: The black dot is a close 

region, a safety region is represented by ‘g’, a monitoring 
region is represented by ‘y’, and an emergency region is 

represented by ‘r’ 
 
In order to predict disconnection of network, a region 
model is proposed to analyze RSSI and LQI among 
cooperative robots. In the cooperative routing system, 
the low data is filtered with an averaging filter and 

the communication link is periodically monitored 
with the filtered data. When the data especially 
change, the operating robot recognizes its region. In 
case the robot is in an emergency region, it notifies 
other robots and an operator a prediction of 
disconnection. The region is classified with four sub-
regions according to the value of RSSI, as shown in 
Fig.4. 
 
LQI is a measurement of the quality of a received 
packet. The LQI is scaled and limited to have a range 
of decimal0 to 255. IEEE 802.15.4 Standard requires 
that the desired PER(Packet Error Rate) rate is 1% or 
less to communicate between nodes. To satisfy this 
requirement, the minimum LQI threshold is 100. 
Therefore, if the value of LQI is under 100, the area 
is remodeled as the emergency region. Incase the LQI 
value is inversely related to the RSSI value, the area 
is remodeled as the monitoring region to avoid 
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obstacles because it means that there are obstacles 
near the robots. Fora better understanding let’s give 
some practical examples of RSSI and LQI values: 
 
• Weak signal and noise presence will give low 

RSSI andlow LQI. 
• Weak signal with noise absence will give low 

RSSI andhigh LQI. 
• Strong signal and without noise gives high RSSI 

andhigh LQI. 
• Strong signal in a noisy environment will return 

highRSSI and low LQI. 
• And finally, strong noise my give high RSSI and 

lowLQI. 
 
The robots are aware of the region they belong and 
change the task accordingly. The relationship 
between the region and acts as follows. 

 
 
where, Region is a radius of the region, B(.) is 
Gabriel graph with a position of a robot and the 
radius. The uk is a system input that is defined in the 
LM for deployment of the robots. The avoidance 
means the mode of collision avoidance between 
robots. The explorers can travel freely but the router 
can only relay the data. The robots have to select 
whether or not to move in the monitor mode. If the 
radio signal changes rapidly, the robot can’t move. 
 
3.3 Estimate the Radio Environment in RM 
To predict the possible area where the exploring robot 
can move freely, the radio environment is estimated 
and a radio map is generated using collective robots. 
1) Propagation Model: A propagation model 
use the logdistancepath loss model which can 
represent a change in theradio environment. 
 

 
where, L0 is the measured power at 1m between 
robots, d0is a reference distance(1m), ’n’ is the decay 
exponent(calledslope index), and e is drawn from a 
Rayleigh or Rician distribution. Generally, the slope 
index grows bigger in the obstacle environment as 
shown in TABLE I. 
 

 

2) State Estimation: In order to design a system 
dynamic model of routing robots, state variables are 
composed of the positions, velocities and slope index 
between robots. The dynamic system model and the 
state vector are shown inEq.3. 

 
 
where, ’v’ is velocities of each robot and the system 
noisewk is N(0;Q). ’A’ is a p x p system procession. 
The measurement equation is modeled as the relative 
distance and RSSI(Received Signal Strength 
Indicator) between robots. The nonlinear 
measurement model is represented as shown in 
Eq.(4). 
 

 
where, h(.) is a nonlinear vector valued functions 
about themeasurement, ’k:k’ is the distance between 
robots, ’x’ isstate variables, ’fc’ is a center frequency 
of Zigbee, ’c’is velocity of light and noise of the 
measurement ’u’ isN(0;Rk). The designed EKF 
system is performed in eachof the neighboring robots. 
The prior estimate’ ˆ x�k ’ is used toa reference point 
of EKF. In case that the reference point ofline 
arization is difficult to determine in advance, this 
systemis suitable. The process is as follow: 
  
3) Radio Map Generation: An important limitation of 
the previous approach is that the chosen density 
might be a poor model of the distribution that 
generates the data, which can result in poor predictive 
performance. For instance, if the process that 
generates the data is multi-modal in an unstructured 
environment, then this aspect of the distribution can 
never be captured by a Gaussian, which is necessarily 
unimodal.  
 
Therefore, we consider some nonparametric 
approaches to density estimation of the radio 
environment in the unstructured environment. The k-
NN (Nearest Neighbors) of the nonparametric 
approach is used to estimate the environment around 
robots. The particular case of K=1 is selected so a 
grid point ofthe map is simply assigned to the same 
class as the nearest point from the robot set. The k-
NN method is presented as shown in Eq.5. 
 

 
where, ’p’ is a position of a map, riis the estimated 
positionof the robot, and ’d(.)’ is the distance between 
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the grid and the robot. The y(.) is a function for 
selecting the slope indexat the position ’p’. 
 

 
where OFFSET is a system parameter as constant. 
The above algorithm can be summarized as follows. 

 
 
IV. COOPERATIVE POSITIONING 

SCHEME 
 
The TWR-based localization system consists of a 
base station, tags, and anchors. The base station 
initiates and coordinates network and sends anchor 
lists and start or stop commands to available tag. If 
the tag receives start command, then the tag measures 
TWR with anchors in anchor lists and returns the 
measurements or position to the base station. The 
anchor is installed in predetermined position and 
responds message from tags only. The difference of 
the tag and the anchor is that the anchor should be set 
in known position and the tag should be capable of 
communication with base station, which means that if 
the tag calculate its position, that tag could work as 
an anchor and localizes other tags. For this purpose, 
the mobile node is introduced. The mobile node is 
basic unit for cooperative positioning system (CPS). 
Then, error propagation in CPS is examined. Lastly, 
moving protocol for mobile node is studied for error 
mitigation. 
 
4.1 Mobile Node-based Cooperative Positioning 
System 
The mobile node is the unit which could act as a tag 
node or an anchor node. The mobile node which 
knows its position could work in anchor mode, 
whereas it is able to be in tag mode otherwise. The 
mobile node could be simply implemented by 
constraining some functions of tag not working if it is 
to be work in anchor mode. 
 
The base station should inform the mobile node in tag 
mode of the list of adjacent mobile nodes in anchor 
mode. Then, the mobile node in tag mode could 
localize its position and could receive mode change 
request from the base station. Mobile node-based 

positioning system requires dynamic anchor and tag 
list and not all mobile node in tag mode should 
receive the same anchor list. The benefit of mobile 
node-based localization system is, that this system 
could move the workspace using a few mobile nodes 
installed in known position. Let’s assume that some 
mobile nodes in outdoor area are set in the known 
position using GPS then the base station set these 
node to be in anchor mode and remaining nodes with 
unknown position in tag mode. In next turn, mobile 
nodes in anchor mode changes to be in tag mode, and 
vice versa. Iterating those process with moving in 
accordance with protocol, the workspace moves to 
the interested area.  
 
4.2Error propagation 
As TWR-based CPS repeats the mode change of 
mobile nodes with moving, the error of mobile node 
increases. This is due to the position error of the 
mobile nodes in anchor. In this section, the error 
covariance of mobile node using the measurements 
from other mobile nodes and position estimates from 
global navigation satellite system (GNSS) is derived. 
Assuming three-dimensional position error vector be 
in the ENU frame, the covariance matrix   would be, 
which is represented as an ellipse in space If the 
mobile node which has unknown position localizes its 
position using more mobile nodes which are localized 
by GNSS, the error propagation increases in 
proportion to inner production of directional vector 
and the covariance matrix of fixed mobile node.  
 

 
 
To formulate the position error propagation in mobile 
node-based CPS, The ranging error propagation is 
visualized in figure 2. 
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A mobile node which is set in tag mode performs 
two-way ranging with other mobile nodes which are 
in anchor mode. Since the position error of the mobile 
nodes in anchor mode is not zero, the ranging error 
increases because of imperfect system model. 
Ranging measurement is acquired between antennas 
of mobile node, which is different from true distance 
between them. This difference is given by inner 
product of directional vector   and the error vector  . 
Directional vector   is the direction vector with 
direction from transmitted node to received node and 
its norm is unity.  fromi-th node is written as: 
 

 
 
Where ,  , and   are the position of the mobile node in 
tag mode, and  ,  , and   is the position of i-th mobile 
node in anchor mode and is acquired from GNSS and. 
Then, the two-way measurement between the mobile 
node in tag mode and the i-th mobile node in anchor 
mode is represented as: 

 
Where  Vi is the measurement noise with variance . 
The covariance of range measurement is calculated as 
below. 
 

 
 
Using this information, and assuming the errors of 
ranging measurement independent and identically 
distributed (IID). The covariance matrix of N ranging 
measurement is derived as: 
 

 

 
In this case, the location covariance matrix is 
calculated as below:  

 
 
In succession, since the position of the mobile node in 
tag is known, its mode could be altered to anchor 
mode withthe position covariance . In this case, 
assume that another mobile node enters to indoor 
further more than previous mobile node, The location 
server could set this mobile node to be in tag mode to 
localize it. The ranging covariance of this system 
could be written as below equation: 

 
 
To explicate the quantity of the error propagation, the 
location error propagation matrix γ is necessary and 
sufficient condition and it could be derived from the 
ranging error propagation matrix Q.On the other 
hand, this indicator complicates calculations as it 
needs all covariance matrix from the mobile nodes 
which are involved in the localization. For this 
reason, this method would be impractical in real 
system. On the other hand, location propagation 
indicator (LPI) would be utilized instead. If the 
mobile node localizes its position using GNSS, the 
LPI is zero. And if the location is calculated from 
mobile nodes, its LPI is one more than the maximum 
of LPI values of used mobile nodes. This simple 
indicator shows that greater the LPI value is, larger 
the probability of having large location 
covariance.LPI could be calculated simply, while 
smaller information is given compared to the location 
covariance matrix. 
 
4.3Moving Protocol for Cooperative Positioning 
System 
In the existing TWRlocation system, tag calculates its 
position with fixed anchors. On the other hand, if tag 
has to move out of the workspace, the location error 
grows more as the tag moves far. The location error 
covariance is the function of the tag position and 
fixed anchor positions. If the location error increases 
out of workspace, which is convex curve, It is 
assumed that the final destination is far from 
workspace. Figure 3 shows the RMS error of TWR 
based localization system. 
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In this case, mobile node has two scenarios. In the 
former scenario, the mobile node in tag mode go out 
of workspace and reach the goal directly. In this case, 
the location error increases in nonlinear manner. In 
the latter scenario, not only the mobile node in tag but 
the workspace also moves. The location error would 
be expressed with a variable and the ranging error. 
Since the ranging error is constant, a variable itself is 
considered as a constant. Assume that the constant is 
K if the tag reaches final destination directly. On the 
other hand, if the workspace moves with the tag up-to 
the half of the destination position and then moves to 
final destination and if the constant is L in this case, 
final constant will be L times L. And if and only if L 
times L is smaller than K, final RMS of the mobile 
node in tag is better than the former scenario. 
 
V. ANALYSIS AND APPLICATION 
 
In this paragraph, seamless routing scheme and 
cooperative positioning scheme for CINeMA is 
studied. To verify these method, simulation for each 
method is performed separately. In the first section, 
Hybrid approaches based on distance and RSSI are 
verified. In the following section, two moving 
scenarios for cooperative positioning system are 
compared in order to calculate final positioning error. 
 
5.1Simulation for Cooperative Routing Scheme 
The results of the conventional approach based on the 
distance between two robots are compared to those of 
the proposed approach in a computer simulation. 
Simulation results of the suggested virtual force 
model using RSSI in multi-robot rescue system are 
illustrated with connectivity among robots. To 
simulate each approach, RSSI between robots is 
generated by 

 (1) 
Where OFFSET is a constant system value. The n is 
multipath environment index ‘3’. To consider change 
of environment, AWGN (Additive White Gaussian 
Noise) is added. TBOT (Tank Robot) randomly 

moves and another robot is driven by specific 
approach. The results are shown in Fig. 1. 
  

 
Fig.8.Results of Simulation: (a) show the result of estimate 
distance; (b) is the result of RSSI between robots after each 

approach applies; (c) is a result of disconnection by changing 
the slope index in the previous approach based on the distance. 
 
As shown in Fig.1-(a), a routing robot may seem like 
to follow the TBOT at regular intervals in all 
approaches, but in reallyit does not. If the strength is 
under -20, the network for communication is regarded 
as the disconnection. InFig.1-(b), the network was 
disconnected in the approach based on the distance. 
Furthermore, the disconnection increased with the 
slope index which reflected a level of the multipath 
environment in Fig. 1.(c).  
 
In the multi-path environment, this approach is not 
stable. On the other hand, our proposed approach 
provided the reliable network, because the robot 
previously moves inside a safety region when a robot 
predicts the disconnection of network. In multi-robot 
rescue system, the proposed approach can be applied 
as shown in Fig.2. All nodes continuously follow a 
target node of the black dot as time passes. 
 

 
Fig.9.Results of Simulation in multi-robot rescue system 

 
5.2Simulation for Cooperative Positioning Scheme 
To show different movement protocol causes 
different location error, the performance of the 
scenario for TWR-based CPS in figure 3 is compared. 
In left scenario, the position of mobile node 5 and 6 is 
calculated and then mobile node 2 localizes with 
ranging measurements from mobile node 3, 4, 5, and 
6. In the right, node 5 moves directly to final 
destination. 
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The simulation is repeated 90,000 times and the 
measurement noise is 0.1m. In the former scenario, 
the standard deviation of the location error is 0.25m 
and 0.16m in the latter scenario. This is because the 
cooperative position scenario shows better dilution of 
precision (DOP) than the former scenario. Each result 
is plotted in figure 4 and 5. 
  

 
 

 
 
5.3Application to Rescue Multi-Robot Rescue 
System 

In the actual environment, a ROC is prepared to tele-
operate a robot which includes a camera for 
exploration. A routing robot consists of a LRF(Laser 
Range Finder), a laptop and our network board. The 
LRF is used to avoid obstacle and localize robots in 
an indoor environment. Our CINeMA runs in the 
laptop. The board is prepared especially for 
communication between human and robots. It 
consists of a wlan and a zigbee module. The zigbee 
module is used to fine route of communication and 
the wlan is used to transfer the high-capacity data 
such as a video. The experimental setup is shown in 
Fig.13. The map was generated by robots using the 
LRF in advance. The size is approximately 80x30[m]. 
  

Figure 13 Experimental composition:(i) The network board 
consists of WLAN and Zigbee module, (ii) ROC(Remote 

Operator Center) is acquired the remote video and controls 
remote robots, (iii) Routing robots autonomically move during 

the moving mode 
 

There are two experiments. 
 Test I: Confirm tele-operation between 

human and a robot in Fig.3-(a). 
- The exploration robot moves to the position of a red 
flag from an initial position nearby the ROC and 
continuously transmits captured video to the ROC. 
Other robots connected human with the exploration 
robot. The routing robots relayed the data and 
estimated the radio environment to predict 
disconnection of network between human and the 
robot. 

 Test II: Confirm generating a radio map 
cooperatively in Fig.3-(b). 
- There are obstacles and wall between the robots. 
The robots generate a radio map to find the area in 
which communication is possible. 
 
As a result of test I, the exploring robot was 
continuously tele operated from ROC which acquired 
a remote video and positions of robots. When robots 
predicted the disconnection of network, the robot 
notified the ROC and other robots of the warning. 
The user could control the robot over confirm the 
state of the network. The results of the 
experimentation are shown in Fig.14. 
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Figure 14Experimental Results of 'Test I':(a) is a position of ROC with 
an user, (b) Router mode, (c) Monitor mode, (d) Explorer mode, (e) the 

video streaming view and (f) Real view 
 

The ROC displays the remote video and positions as 
it can be seen in Fig.4-(a). The red circle of Fig.4-(b) 
means that the network between robots was 
considerably poor and there were robots in the 
emergency region. The robots changed into the router 
and just relayed the data between the ROC and the 
exploring robot. The yellow circle of (c) was the 
monitor mode. The robot didn't move because the 
radio signal changed rapidly because of moving the 
exploring robot. The blue circle of (d) means that it 
was the possible to communicate with other robots in 
the region and the robot was in the explorer mode. 
The sizes of circles were different because the radio 
environment was different. The estimated states of 
the radio environment were reflected in results. 
  

 
Figure 15 Experimental Results of 'Test II':(a) the real map 

with wall and obstacle, (b) is radio map using a previous 
method and (c) is map using our proposed method. The region 

of black boxes is disconnection area of communication. The 
map of (d) is generated by the each robot of (1)-(6), 'x' is 

positions of other robots 
 
Fig.15 is results of the test II. In the experiment, the 
six robots were placed as shown in (a). The robots 
sent and received the radio signal to each other. The 
result of (d) is the generated map by each robot. They 
just show local coverage and robots that are able to 
communicate. As an example and (d-iv) show that the 
robot '4' can communicate with the closest right and 
left robot. It is Fig.15-(c) to match the multi map 
using k-NN. As a result, they could give the user 
much more information that includes the global 

coverage of the communication and approximate 
positions of the obstacles without specific sensors. 
The regions of black boxes mean that the 
communication is impossible and there are obstacles 
or wall in the area.Fig.15-(b) is result using previous 
approaches with log-distance path loss model. This is 
simply the sum of coverage of the individual robots. 
They did not reflect useful information between the 
robots. 

 
Figure 16Error Performance :(a) is real RSSI values and (b)is 
the estimated RSSI values in the robot1. The robot1 don't find 

the robot5 during the 50-90 step 
 
The error performance of the proposed method is 
shown in Fig.16. Real values in each robot and the 
estimated values in the robot1 are compared. As a 
result, MSE(Mean Squared Error) of the estimated 
values is approximately 3dB. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
The control of cooperative routing robot led to 
making the stable network. We suggested a 
cooperative routing robot system to maintain the 
communication capability in between robots and 
proposed an algorithm to establish a seamless global 
communication. In the proposed routing robot 
system,at first, the communication links are 
monitored and connection status of various links of 
network is predicted by analyzing RSSI(Received 
Signal Strength Indicator) and LQI(Link Quality 
Indicator) among cooperative robots. Then, the robots 
are driven forward inside a safety region of 
communication on the basis of the strength of the 
networking signal.  
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